RAINBOW Half Square Triangle Exchange
The handout for the Rainbow HST exchange is included here.

It is time to begin another block exchange!!!! For this block exchange, we will be trading half
square triangles (HST’S). Included on this sheet will be everything you need to know for our
exchange, I hope. There will be no tutorial this time but if anyone wants to participate, and
needs help, I am more than happy to assist you with succeeding in making HST’s. All fabrics
must be 100% quilt shop quality cottons. This is a rainbow exchange so the sky is the limit on
color. You may use solids, tone on tones, prints, stripes, polka dots, etc. and white. The white
must be a solid or a tone on tone white fabric. NO novelty fabrics. Seams must be an accurate
1/4” and sewn with a neutral or white thread for piecing. Our HST’s will be 2 1/2" Unfinished
and pressed towards the “rainbow” part of the square. You may use any method you choose in
making your HST’s. Blocks must be trimmed to the correct size, dog ears and hanging threads
removed and pressed. We will be trading HST’s in groups of 10 per bag. Within each bag of 10,
there can be no doubles. You may turn in “like” bags. For example: If I choose 10 different fat
quarters and make 10 HST’s from each fat quarter, I can then make 10 bags of 10 HST’s with no
doubles. The more variety we have in the bags, the scrappier our quilts will be!!! There is NO
limit on the amount each person can exchange as long as they are in groups of 10. When
turning in your HST’s, place your bags of 10 in a larger bag and label the bag with your name. I
don’t want to have a bunch of little bags and lose track of them or not know who they belong
to. Please exchange blocks that you yourself would want to receive. Blocks are due at the
NOVEMBER meeting and will be returned to the participants at the December meeting. For
some inspiration, please visit my HST Pinterest page: www.pinterest.com/samplerfanatic
There is a tutorial attached below by Julie Baird.

The Technique
By Julie Baird Copyright © 2004-2016 Generations Quilt Patterns All Rights Reserved

The Formula

Cut two fabric squares equal to the finished size of the HST unit plus
7/8" for seam allowances.
This yields HSTs the exact size needed.

Step 1
For 3" finished HSTs, add 3" plus 7/8". Cut one 3-7/8" square from two
contrasting fabrics.
Every two squares will yield 2 half square triangles.
Step 2
On the back of the lightest fabric, mark a diagonal line from corner to corner.
Mark only as dark as you need to see the line, taking care not to distort the
fabric as you draw along the bias grain.
Red pen is used in our example below to make it easier to see, though I prefer
to use a mechanical pencil which creates a consistently thin line.

Step 3
With RST(right sides together), layer the squares aligning all four edges. With
your 1/4" presser foot installed, stitch 1/4" away from the drawn line on both
sides of the line.
The photo below shows the quarter inch quilting foot. If you don't have this
specialty presser foot, then mark the two stitching lines 1/4" away from
the center (click the link to see how this looks) and then use your standard
presser foot. Make sure your markings are exactly 1/4" from the center line.

Step 4
Cut the unit in half along the drawn center line. Press the units flat before
opening to set each seam.

Step 5
Finger press the seam allowance towards the darker fabric. This is to prevent a
tuck from forming along the seam which would mess up your finished size.
NOTE: There may be times when you'll finger press the seam allowance to the
light side or even press it open to reduce the bulk.
Step 6
Open each unit and with your iron press the seam allowance towards the darker
of the two fabrics. I press from the front side to make ensure no tuck is pressed
into the unit.
Remember, put your units 'dark patch up' on the ironing board. Then when you
open it to press, you'll automatically press to the dark side.
Step 7
Trim off the 'dog ears' (those little pieces of fabric that stick out past the edges)
to make piecing easier.

Step 8
Measure the half square triangle to check it's the right size. Lay the 45 degree
line of your ruler along the diagonal seam line.
The resulting half square triangle should measure the size of the finished square
plus 1/2" for seam allowances. For our example, that measurement is 3" plus
1/2" or 3-1/2". And it measures up exactly.

What if Your Half Square Triangle
Doesn't Measure Up?
Sometimes, no matter how hard we try, things just don't come out right. If that
happens, double check that the original squares were cut the correct size.
Then...
If the units are too small:
•
•

Did you press correctly? Sometimes we accidentally press a tuck into the
seam line in our excitement to get the project moving.
Is your quarter inch seam accurate? Your results may be more accurate if
you draw in both stitching lines 1/4" from the center diagonal line.

If the units are too big:
•

Was your seam allowance too small?

•
•

If you drew stitching lines, were they exactly 1/4" from the center line.
Did you stitch exactly on the line?

If you have a lot of these shapes to make, it's a good idea to measure the first
few to test that everything is set up correctly. Then measure periodically if
you've got oodles and oodles to make.

Variation 1 - Cut Over-sized Patches
While pressing many, many triangles it's easy to use just a bit too much gusto
and pull too hard on that bias seam, stretching the finished triangle unit out of
shape.
Trimming after pressing always results in a perfectly sized half square triangle.
When the units are the correct size your quilt blocks go together so much
easier.
Pros:
•

The units always come out perfect even if you've been a bit casual in your
stitching.

Cons:
•

It takes extra fabric and time.

The Technique
Simply cut your patches the finished size plus 1-1/8" to 1-1/4". This adds an
extra 1/4" to 3/8"—plenty of fabric to trim away. Then follow Steps 2 through 6
above.
Now, to trim your unit you'll need a rotary ruler (with a diagonal line), mat and
cutter.
Step 1
Place the pressed unit on your cutting mat, right side up. Position your ruler so
its diagonal line matches the bias seam. The edges of this pieced triangle

square must extend past the edges of your ruler. We are trimming to get a
perfect shape. To do that you'll need to trim all four sides. Don't try to line up
two edges with the ruler and only trim two sides, you're defeating the purpose
of this method.
Step 2
With your rotary cutter, trim the two exposed edges of the triangle square on
the top and right hand side of your ruler. (For left-handers, trim the top and
left-hand side.)

Step 3
Reposition the unit and ruler so the remaining two untrimmed sides extend past
the top and right edges of the ruler (Again, for lefties, past the top and left
edges...). The diagonal line on the ruler exactly covers the bias seam of the
triangle square.

The cut edges underneath the ruler should align with the unfinished size of the
square. For our example, the trimmed edges are aligned with the 3-1/2" lines of
our ruler.
Trim.
This HST unit measures exactly the finished size plus 1/2" for seam allowances,
3" plus 1/2" or 3-1/2" . The trimming in Steps 2 and 3 has also removed the
dog ears.
These perfect units are ready for use in your piecing.

Variation 2 - Individual HSTs
Sometimes you don't need too many triangle squares, but you want a lot of
variety. Use either method described above--right-sized or over-sized-- but
instead of marking the center line, use your rotary cutter and cut the the
squares in half diagonally.
Then simply sew two triangles RST with a quarter inch seam allowance. Press to
set the seam. Finger press open to avoid tucks. Press with your iron again,
seam allowances to the dark (unless you choose otherwise). Measure or trimand-measure (Variation #1) to confirm accuracy.
And Voila! You're in half square triangle Heaven!

